Wow!!! Beautiful!! (...And Then Some!)

This illustrated volume contains every published story by the Brothers Grimm, from well-known classics like Cinderella to lesser-known tales such as The Bright Sun Brings on the Day. Other enchanting fairy tales include:

• The Frog Prince

• Hansel and Gretel
• Snow-White and Red-Rose

• Rapunzel

• Little Red Riding Hood

• Rumpelstiltskin

This book is not only aesthetically pleasing, with its richly colored and textured cover and gilt pages; but each and every story reflects the wonder and imagination that draws us all to fairy tales....

Inside the Grimms are at their finest, and pulling no punches. This may be where Disney found Cinderella, Snow White and so on - but they are NOT the watered down versions we have seen in cartoons. Must be appreciated for the purity of the stories, NOT recommended if you are looking for warm, fuzzy, cute-sy tales for the babes.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Complete Brothers Grimm Fairy Tales, Deluxe Edition (Literary Classics (Gramercy Books)) by Wilhelm Grimm - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!